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Taschen GmbH. Hardback. Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Stanley Kubrick Archives, Alison
Castle, Alison Castle, Ultimate Kubrick: The unsurpassed study of a cinematic genius In 1968, when
Stanley Kubrick was asked to comment on the metaphysical significance of2001: A Space Odyssey,
he replied: It s not a message I ever intended to convey in words.2001is a nonverbal experience I
tried to createa visual experience, one that bypasses verbalized pigeonholing and directly
penetrates the subconscious with an emotional and philosophic content. Now available as part of
ourBibliotheca Universalisseries, The Stanley Kubrick Archivesborrows from the director s
philosophy. From the opening sequence ofKiller s Kissto the final frames ofEyes Wide Shut, it allows
the masterful visuals of Kubrick s complete films to impress throughdazzling stills. In a separate
section, Kubrick s creative process is brought to life through fascinating archival material,
includingset designs, sketches, correspondence, documents, screenplays, drafts, notes, andshooting
schedules.Accompanying the visual material areessays by noted Kubrick scholars, articles written
by and about Kubrick, and a selection ofKubrick s best interviews. The result is a visual, archival,
and scholarly journey through masterworks of 20th century cinema and the meticulous mind of the
director behind them. ".
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough information! Its this sort of good read. It is actually writter in straightforward words rather than confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is basically the best book we have read within my personal existence and can be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Dr . Henr i Cr ona  II--  Dr . Henr i Cr ona  II

This pdf will not be straightforward to get started on studying but really exciting to read. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and useful. I am just very
happy to tell you that this is basically the finest publication i actually have study during my personal daily life and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Miss La vonne Gr a dy II--  Miss La vonne Gr a dy II
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